Immersion in service learning offers a leadership focus for today’s student.
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Objectives

- Identify alternative course formats for leadership education.
- Describe relevant student needs and related undergraduate outcomes facilitated by course design.
NUR 390
Nursing Focus on the Post Katrina Environment: Homelessness and Humanism
Course Objectives

Describe the impact of political, social, cultural, environmental, economic and legal issues on health and well being.
Identify clients' rights and ethics in community health encounters.
Discuss the role of the nurse as advocate.
Critically reflect upon the service learning experience and how it has altered student's personal and professional values and perceptions.
TEACHING METHODS

Multimedia, discussion, group work and values clarification.
Evaluation Criteria

Paper on social justice
Review of interdisciplinary literature with identification of 2 themes.
Reflective journal
Participation
Group presentation
THE REBUILD CENTER
1803 GRAVIER ST.
HOURS OF OPERATION
Mondays through Fridays: 8:00 a.m. — 2:30 p.m.
504-273-5577
Everyone deserves a place at the table...

Because no one deserves to be hungry.

(504) 734-1322

GREATER NEW ORLEANS AND ACADIANA

www.no-hunger.org
Collaborative Seminars

- Loyola University
- FEMA Clinic
- Charity School of Nursing
- Café Reconcile
Café Reconcile

- Reconciliation
- Spirituality
- Hope
- Self-Respect
- Education
- Collaboration
- Self-Efficacy
Students designed a multimedia project that communicated the essence of the experience.
2003
THE TRUE WORTH OF YOUR TRAVELS LIES NOT WHERE YOU ARE AT JOURNEY’S END, BUT IN THE LIVES YOU TOUCH ALONG THE WAY.